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Delivered  
with Love...
A bath you want to stay in until your toes 

wrinkle. A shower with perfect, skin tingling 

pressure. Bathrooms you will love. 

That’s the Surrey Bathroom Studio secret.

We don’t just supply bathrooms - we deliver the 

best product, the best service and the best value 

- with love and care. With over twenty five years 

in bathrooms, we’re proud to offer the service of 

an old fashioned family business. 

The other great news is we’re expanding - into 

kitchens. We finally found a range of kitchens 

that offer the same quality high standards and 

value we expect of our bathrooms. Take a look 

at the small selection in this brochure. We’re 

sure you’ll agrree they’re a fantastic addition.

Whether you’re looking for a bathroom or a 

kitchen, we will help you with design, advise 

you on the latest trends and guide you through 

the whole process from start to finish. 
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“Every time I walk into my bathroom, I feel like I am 
walking into a magazine. It is more beautiful than I 
could have imagined without your help - thank you”

Bathroom Design

Bathroom DesignBathroom Design

There’s one thing that will ensure the 

success of your bathroom. 

Good planning and design.

That’s why we offer a full planning 

service, totally free of charge - and 

totally free of obligation. This can start 

with a site survey to measure your 

room and discuss your options. Or you 

can simply bring your dimensions into 

our Guildford showroom and we can 

discuss your needs there. 

The next stage is to draw up your 

plans. This may be possible whilst you 

wait. However if your project is not 

straightforward, we may require a little 

longer to ensure we work out the best 

design for you. You can then use this as 

the basis for your bathroom - and it can 

be amended to your taste and budget. 

Using the latest 3D design software, 

we produce plans made to scale and 

dimension, to ensure that windows and 

doors are in the right place. This will 

give you a photo realistic view of your 

finished bathroom.

Our design service is available for you, 

no matter how big or small your project 

- and with no obligation.
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Maharg
Subtle curves bring softness to the solidity 

of the Maharg range. The deep basin and 

smooth angles will suit the practical.  Yet 

with contemporary style and a retro feel, this 

bathroom design invites admirers.

1. Close coupled toilet with dual  £450 
flush cistern and soft closing seat
H 925 x W 340 x D 660

2. Freestanding bath 1700 x 800 £1200 
Double skinned acrylic 
H 600 x W 1690 x D 810

GU2 Freestanding bath shower  £750 
mixer with handheld shower 

3. Basin and full pedestal £250
H 865 x W 540 x D 495

GU2 Basin mono tap with click  £230 
basin waste 

4. Mercury twin door mirrored  £649 
wall cabinet with motion on/off  
sensor, shaver socket and soft  
closing hinges 
H 700 x W 630 x D 150

5. LED light kit £99 
4 lights and transformer 

6. Slate porcelain multi-use tile £42 per m2

L 600 x W 300

7. Hemlock Teak multi-use tile £60 per m2

L 1200 x W 145

1
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This bathroom uses  
GU2 brassware. 
See page 94-95  
for our full range.
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1. Square shower bath  £901 
inc. bath screen and front panel
H 420 x W 850 x L 1700

GU8 Rub clean solid brass shower  
head in polished chrome £145

GU3 Dual control thermostatic  £310 
valve with round controls

GU3 Bath filler mixer tap £125

2. 500 Basin and full pedestal  £125
H 870 x W 500 x D 390 

GU3 Basin standard mono tap  £110 
with click basin waste

3. Close coupled toilet with dual  £255 
flush cistern and soft closing seat
H 780 x W 345 x D 620

4. Dolomite Black floor tile £42 per m2

L 600 x W 300

When you need a space-saving bathroom that 

doesn’t feel like one - Minimo is the answer. 

This cleverly designed suite provides the 

practicality you need to fit your space, without 

compromising on the style.

Minimo

This bathroom uses  
GU3 brassware. 
See page 96-97  
for our full range.
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Pure
You want a family bathroom, but that doesn’t 

mean you have to compromise on style. Pure 

offers total elegance and ultimate practicality. 

Deep wide bath. Sturdy, well designed sink 

and toilet. A bathroom that will withstand the 

wear and tear - and a  design that will stand 

the test of time. 

1. Bath with Armour plus  £574 
backing for extra strength  
and thermal properties
L 1800 x W 800

Gloss white front panel £143 
(available in other finishes)

Bath filler tap £125

Click clack bath waste £25

2. Bidet  £220
H 350 x W 410 x D 520

Bidet tap £75

3. Heated towel warmer, water only £189
H 1200 x W 500 

Radiator valves £45

4. Close coupled toilet with dual  £401 
flush cistern and soft closing seat
H 820 x W 360 x D 675

5. Double door mirror cabinet  £249 
H 750 x W 600 x D 155 

6. Basin & pedestal  £182
H 870 x W 600 x D 390

Basin mono tap £75

7. Limoges Grey polished floor £42 per m2 

and wall tiles
L 600 x W 300

10
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Bathroom Suites
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Daisy
A touch of beautiful minimalism. That’s 

Daisy. By combining a square top view with a 

minimal profile, it is simply stunning in any 

style of home. Features a generous washbasin 

and sleek toilet design.

1. Double ended freestanding bath  £989
L 1500 x W 640 x D 600

Double ended freestanding bath £1099
L 1700 x W 690 x D 600

Freestanding bath shower mixer  £901 
inc. hand shower

2. Single door wall cupboard £215 
H 800 x W 300 x D 200 

3. Twin door mirror cabinet  £330 
H 700 x W 600 x D 138 

4. Basin and pedestal £245
H 850 x W 560 x D 450

Basin mono mixer  £179 
inc. click clack waste

5. Twin door wall cabinet  £420 
H 1500 x W 350 x D 300 

6. Close coupled toilet with dual  £477 
flush cistern and soft closing seat
H 000 x W 000 x D 000

7. Rapolano wall tile £42 per m2  
in Noce & Walnut

8. Palio clic karndean flooring £50 per m2 
*Multiple colours, ask for details

12
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Bathroom Suites
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Cora
Distinctive curves and flowing lines make this 

a suite that will fit perfectly into any style of 

house. The dimensions offer practicality and 

functionality, but the design is the leading 

edge of modern style.

1. Basin and full pedestal  £169
H 870 x W 550 x D 470

Basin and semi pedestal  
(not shown) £206
H 480 x W 550 x D 470

Basin tap £105

2. WC pan with soft close seat  £368
H 810 x W 380 x D 640

BTW pan with soft close seat  
(not shown) £256
H 410 x W 380 x D 520

3. Towel radiator £540
H 1700 x W 500 x D 90

Valves £45

4. 1700 Armour plus bath £378
H 1700 x W 700

Gloss white bath panel £120

Bath filler  £170

Thermostatic oval shower valve £366

Shower head (200mm) £126

Shower arm £50

Bi-fold bath screen £246

5. Classic wood effect floor tile £36 per m2 
Brown shown - Beige, Grey  
and Light Grey available)
L 498 x W 148

14
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Bathroom Suites

This bathroom uses  
GU2 brassware. 
See page 94-95  
for our full range.
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2Requisite
This Requisite has an innovative modern 

design. Utilising clean, elegant contours to 

create a refined and striking shaped suite it 

fits effortlessly into any space and style of 

home.

1. Basin and full pedestal £175
H 865 x W 540 x D 495

Basin mono tap with click  £175 
basin waste 

2. 630 Double door illuminated  £575 
aluminium mirror cabinet with  
infa-red sensor switch, shaver socket  
and with soft closing blum hinges 
H 700 x W 630 x D 127

3. Quadrant shower cubicle £559 
8mm easy clean glass.

W 900 x D 900

4. Close coupled toilet with dual  £475 
flush cistern and soft closing seat
H 925 x W 340 x D 660

5. Limoges porcelain wall tile  £42 per m2

L 600 x W 300

6. Limoges porcelain floor tile  £48 per m2

L 600 x W 600

16
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Leven
The cutting edge design of Leven brings 

the luxury of five star hotel styling to your 

home. With gentle curves that flow through 

each piece in the collection. 

1. WC pan with 3 and 6 litre push  
button flush cistern and  
slim soft close seat  £272 
W 365 x H 795 x H 600

2. Vanity unit with soft closing drawer 
available with Armastone  
or ceramic basin  £621
W 600 x H 800 x D 460

Mono mixer with push waste £127

3. Mirror with LED lighting 
Can be fitted portrait or landscape £308

W 500 x H 700 x D 45

4. Radiator 1600 x 300 £395

Radiator 1600 x 480 £478

5. Bath £1349
L 1700 x H 800 x W 380

Mono bath shower mixer  
and shower kit £444

18
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Bathroom Suites
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1. Basin £150 

Basin tap with click clack waste £149

Bottle trap £60

2. Rectangular offset drain tray see page 70
W 1800 x L 800 x H 25mm  

Low profile tray installation kit £276

1200 Glass panel £480
10mm thick, easy clean coating

800 Glass end panel £380
10mm thick, easy clean coating

Brace bar £50

Thermostatic shower valve £275

200mm square shower head  
and arm £125

3. Slate Black porcelain tile £42 per m2

L 600 x W 300

If you want the ultimate in modern style, 

then it doesn’t come much better than this. 

Ideal for a wetroom or en-suite, this practical, 

yet captivating design will ensure that your 

bathroom becomes the talk of the town.

Palma
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If you’re looking for the ultimate in bespoke 

bathroom furniture, then you’ve found it. 

Featured here in Grey Pine, it fits into a 

contemporary bathroom and modern lifestyle. 

Fit it into any space and match with top-of-

the-range features  for a truly contemporary 

finish.

1. 300mm Single door wall cabinet  £200

2. 600mm Standard framed mirror £675 
with 3 LED light canopy

3. 300mm Single door wall cabinet  £175

4. 300mm Single drawer door cabinet £425 
with Pure White solid surface worktop 

5. 600mm Basin housing  £295

6. Stacey sit on basin  £170 
600mm x 340mm Gel Cast basin

7. 300mm Single drawer door cabinet £425 
with Pure White solid surface worktop

8. 300mm Tall twin door  £630 
drawer cabinet

9. 600mm WC housing with tissue  £635 
dispenser, internal storage and worktop  
Front access concealed cistern with  
dual flush Piazza square push button

10. Solano handles (x13 shown in set) £325

11. Plinth and return £100

12. Bath panel £170

1

Designer
Grey Pine
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BTW01 £275
H 370 x W 360 x D 550 

With soft close seat

BTW04 £299
H 400 x W 360 x D 570 

With soft close seat

BTW07 £340
H 393 x W 370 x D 500 

With soft close seat

BTW10 (Standard height) £309
H 420 x W 365 x D 480 

With soft close seat

BTW08 £325
H 400 x W 360 x D 570 

With soft close seat

BTW11 (Comfort height) £242
H 480 x W 365 x D 480 

With soft close seat

BTW02 £245
H 405 x W 360 x D 510 

With soft close seat

BTW05 Rimless £275
H 420 x W 360 x D 560 

With ultra slim soft close seat

BTW03 £249
H 385 x W 360 x D 550 

With soft close seat

BTW06 £279
H 430 x W 360 x D 430 

With soft close seat

BTW09 £286
H 420 x W 360 x D 540 

With soft close seat

BTW12 £275
H 410 x W 350 x D 520 

With soft close seat

WC Housings WC Back to wall pans

Standard furniture 310mm deep only (order worktop 320mm deep). Prices exclude worktop.

SIZE CODE  

600mm WCST600 £375
700mm WCST700 £375
Includes tissue dispenser & internal storage.  
NOTE: Only available R/H hinge

SIZE CODE  

500mm WC500CS £325
600mm WC600CS £325
700mm WC700CS £355
Includes internal storage. NOTE: Only available R/H hinge

Piazza square push button £50Round push button £50

Place key. Open door. Door locks on closing.

WC cabinets with internal storage are available with our patented magnetic locking system, to keep 

bleach and other products out of harms way. Add £49 to the price of your cistern unit for this option.

Standard heightSH

SH

SH

SH CH

SH

Comfort heightCH

CH

Wall hungWH

WH

WH

WH

WH

SP

WH

WH

Rimless Short projectionR SP

R

R

We love bathroom tips

A concealed cistern in a 
wall void & back to wall 
WC maximises space in 

small rooms
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Standard concealed cistern ACCPB £55
Dual flush 3/6L

Vantage concealed cistern VCSB £162
Front access with square dual flush  Piazza button 3/6L

WC Concealed Cisterns

Illusion compact frame DICF  £181
Fits inside all WC housings

Ultra slim 80/110mm  £295 
universal framed cistern 
W 580 x D 90 x H 1140

WH01 with soft close seat £275
H 330 x W 370 x D 520 

WH02 rimless with soft close seat £275
H 345 x W 390 x D 555 

WC Wall Hung Pans

Ultra slim compact concealed cistern,  £199 
top or front operation.  
W 388 x D 80 x H 500

WC Ultra Slim  
Concealed Cistern Flush Plates

This ultra-slim concealed cistern 

revolutionises the ‘back-to-wall’ toilet systems. 

With a functional front operation, the cistern 

is cleverly designed to fit in the cavity of your 

wall. A simple system that will fit in even the 

smallest of bathroom spaces.

These flush plates are designed specifically for 

the Ultra Slim Concealed Cistern.

White round £61

Chrome round £61

White square £61

Chrome square £61

Matt black  
round £61

Black glass £136 White glass £136

Matt black  
square £61
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Oval under counter £242
W 400 x D 300

Square inset £195
W 550 x D 450 

Square inset £149
W 550 x D 370 

Basins - for Standard units only Counter Top Basins - for deep / low level units

Stacey sit on basin  
FSOB £179
W 600 x D 340 

SR01 Basin £169
W 550 x H 185 x D 515

SR05 £155
W 485 x H 135 x D 375

SR06 £153
W 520 x H 130 x D 425

SR07 £145
W 420 x H 180 x D 345

SR02 £145
W 505 x H 180 x D 405

SR03 £131
W 520 x H 190 x D 257

SR04 £162
W 550 x H 153 x D 420

SR08 £300
W 455 x H 150 x D 455

Square under counter £242
W 480 x D 300 

Oval inset £140
W 475 x D 425 

Podium £149
W 420 x D 320

Matteo Oval £149
W 410 x D 340 

Matteo Square £159
W 480 x D 370 

Austen £149
W 320 x D 320 

VB013 £131
W 420 x D 420 

 £146
W 500 x D 380 

Basins - for Deep units

We love bathroom tips

Undercounter bowls 
are only suitable 
for solid surface 

installations
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Samba
The perfect combination of design and 

practicality, the Samba furniture has recessed, 

minimal handles to create a sleek, simple 

design. With plenty of well thought out space 

for all your bathroom items, it keeps your 

room looking as minimalist as the furniture 

itself. Available in Hacienda Brown (as shown) 

or Gloss White.

1. 100cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £1038 
with Samba wash basin
H 656 x W 1000 x D 372

Also available:

80cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £902 
with Samba wash basin
H 656 x W 800 x D 372

60cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £786 
with Samba wash basin
H 656 x W 600 x D 372

2. 100cm 2 door mirror cabinet £809
H 600 x W 1000 x D 141

Also available:

80cm 2 door mirror cabinet £752
H 600 x W 800 x D 141

60cm 2 door mirror cabinet £706
H 600 x W 600 x D 141

3. Tall cabinet (right or left handed) £588
H 1344 x W 350 x D 357

4. 80cm Mirror £387
H 640 x W 800 x D 45

Also available:

100cm Mirror £411
H 640 x W 100 x D 45

60cm Mirror £341
H 640 x W 600 x D 45

5. Light grey mosaic tile £50 per m2

W 600 x H 300

1

4
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Rumba
If you are looking for the ultimate in modern 

design, then Rumba will not disappoint. Sleek, 

sculpted and yet so practical, the Rumba is 

a statement piece of furniture - and so much 

more. Rumba furniture is available in Pine 

Grey (as shown) and White Gloss.

1. 120cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £1430 
with Rumba single bowl basin
H 525 x W 1200 x D 500

Also available:

120cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £1530 
with Rumba twin bowl basin

H 525 x W 1200 x D 500

90cm twin drawer wall hung unit   £1299 
with Rumba single bowl basin
H 525 x W 900 x D 500

2. 120cm mirror with light £456
H 730 x W 1200 x D 30

Also available:

90cm mirror with light   £418 
H 730 x W 900 x D 30

3. Tall cabinet (right or left handed) £740
H 1600 x W 450 x D 350

4. 120cm Mirror cabinet with light £923
H 730 x W 1200 x D 167

Also available:

90cm Mirror cabinet with light £843
H 730 x W 900 x D 167

5. Rice white mosaic tile £18 per tile
W 305 x H 305

1

4
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Luna
A sleek choice for any bathroom, the 

stunning Luna range combines no-nonsense, 

space-saving furniture with stylish design. 

Featuring a striking dark oak finish, sleek 

handles and plenty of easy-open storage,  

it’s time to make clutter a thing of the past.

1. Luna wall hung base cabinet  £356
W 350 x D 350

2. Luna vanity unit  £809
H 450 x W 1000

3. Kantate basin  £603

W 1000 x D 450

4. Centre drawer divider  £51

5. Luna mirrored cabinet  £813 
with Jupiter lights
H 800 x W 1000 x D 150

34
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Bathroom Furniture

www.surreybathroomstudio.com
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Multo 120
Flexible and innovative, Multo furniture is 

available in a range of depths and drawer/

cupboard options to suit your storage needs. 

Multo 120 offers a statement look and feel - 

perfect for a double sink option.

All Multo furniture is available in 50, 60, 80, 

90 & 120cm widths, with drawers or doors.

Available colours:

1. 120cm 4 drawer furniture pack £1402 
with Mikado cultured twin basin
W 1200 x D 450 x H 596

Also available:

120cm 2 drawer furniture pack £1097 
with Mikado cultured twin basin
W 1200 x D 450 x H 596

120cm 2 drawer furniture pack £1057 
with Mikado cultured single basin
W 1200 x D 450 x H 596

2. 120cm 3 door mirror cabinet £893 
incl. shaver point and light
W 1200 x D 178 x H 640

Also available:

120cm 2 door mirror cabinet £712 
incl. shaver point and light
W 1200 x D 178 x H 640

3. Wall cabinet (two shown) £211
W 300 x D 190 x H 700

4. Multo tap incl. click clack waste £154

1

23

White gloss Pine Grey Black structureGrey wood

4



Multo
When space is limited, storage is often even more important. 

Multo has drawer or door options and comes in multiple 

widths,  making it perfect in the smaller bathroom or en-suite.

1. 50cm door furniture pack  £418 
with Uno marble basin
W 500 x D 370 x H 646

50cm 2 drawer furniture  £649 
pack with Uno marble basin
W 500 x D 370 x H 646

2. 500 Mirror with integrated top lighting £214

Sensor switch £37

Anti mist pad £47

1

2
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Multo 80

Multo 50 Multo 60

Multo 90
1. 80cm 2 drawer furniture pack with Mikado  £856  

cultured marble basin
W 800 x D 450 x H 596

80cm 2 door furniture pack with Mikado £685 
cultured marble basin
W 800 x D 450 x H 596

2. 80cm Mirror cabinet incl. shaver point and £531  
pull cord switch 
W 800 x D 178 x H 640

80cm Acrylic light panel £185

3. Tall unit with 2 doors £348

1. 90cm 2 door furniture  £691 
pack with Mikado cultured marble basin
W 900 x D 450 x H 596

90cm 2 drawer furniture  £928 
pack with Simone porcelain basin
W 900 x D 450 x H 596

2. 900 Mirror with integrated top lighting £279

Sensor switch £34

Anti mist pad £47

3. Tall unit with 3 doors £390
W 300 x D 350 x H 1780

1. 60cm door furniture pack  £685 
with Uno marble basin
W 500 x D 370 x H 646

60cm 2 drawer furniture  £856 
pack with Uno marble basin
W 500 x D 370 x H 646

2. 600 Mirror cabinet incl. shaver point £454 
and pull cord switch 
W 600 x D 178 x H 640

Jupiter lights £69 ea.

1

2

Available colourways:

White gloss Pine Grey Black structureGrey wood
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Veronica
The handleless finish of Veronica can create 

an extra sleek look.  Available in a range of 

size options to suit your space, it can really 

create the wow factor in any bathroom.

1. 300 High rise unit £496
W 300 x D 300 x H 1690

Overlight for cabinet £80

2. 800 Wall hung vanity unit £736
W 1200 x D 450 x H 520

Wall mounted taps £149

3. 500 WC unit £170
W 500 x D 325 x H 810

BTW05 Rimless WC £327 
with ultra slim soft close suite
H 420 x W 360 x D 560

4. 300 Wall cupboard £251
W 300 x D 300 x H 815

5. Shower head £132

Shower panel in 10mm glass £320

40
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All Veronica units are available in the 

following colourways:

Gloss White Latte Gloss Anthracite Gloss
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Veronica Furniture

300 wall cupboard 
in Anthracite Gloss £251
W 300 x D 300 x H 815

500 WC unit 
in Latte Gloss £170
W 500 x D 325 x H 810

600 Mirrored cupboard 
in Gloss White £232
W 600 x D 200 x H 820

Monza 1200 ceramic basin £512
W 1215 x D 470 x H 38

500 Wall hung vanity 
in Gloss White £348
W 500 x D 450 x H 520

800 Wall hung vanity 
in Latte Gloss £455
W 800 x D 450 x H 520

500 Mirrored cupboard 
in Latte Gloss £201
W 500 x D 200 x H 820

Monza 500 ceramic basin £110
W 510 x D 470 x H 38

Monza 600 ceramic basin £155
W 610 x D 470 x H 38

Monza 800 ceramic basin £203
W 810 x D 470 x H 38

Vada 500 cast basin £220
W 510 x D 470 x H 20

Vada 600 cast basin £245
W 610 x D 470 x H 20

Vada 800 cast basin £281
W 810 x D 470 x H 20

800 Mirrored cupboard 
in Anthracite Gloss £276
W 800 x D 200 x H 820

600 Wall hung vanity  
in Anthracite Gloss £394
W 600 x D 450 x H 520

1200 Wall hung vanity in Anthracite Gloss £788
W 1200 x D 450 x H 520

Vada 1200 cast basin £394
W 1200 x D 450 x H 20

300 high rise cupboard 
in Latte Gloss £495
W 300 x D 300 x H 1690

All Veronica units are available in the following colourways:

Gloss White Latte Gloss Anthracite Gloss

Handleless design, with soft close drawers, a contemporary wall 

hung style which sits well in any bathroom.
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Bathroom Cabinets

No matter how much storage you need for toiletries, we have the cabinet to suit. They 

include integral lighting, interior glass shelves for concealed storage and a good sized 

mirror. Ideal for bathrooms of all sizes as well as shower rooms, wet rooms and en suites.

Curvo cabinet 1200 £1967
H 600 x W 1200 x D 185

Saturn twin door cabinet £732
H 700 x W 818 x D 150

Mercury twin door cabinet £649
H 700 x W 630 x D 150

Mercury single door cabinet £559
H 700 x W 520 x D 150

IP44  
Rated

Heated 
demist pad

Energy 
rating

Motion  
on/off sensor

Double  
sided door

Soft close 
hinges

Adjustable 
shelves

Shaver 
socket

LED  
lights

Bluetooth 
speaker

Touch  
on/off

Aluminium 
frame

Curvo cabinet 900 £1967
H 600 x W 900 x D 185
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Mirrors & CabinetsMirrors & Cabinets

Pluto 900 mirror £321
H 600 x W 900 x D 60

Pluto 600 mirror £249
H 600 x W 600 x D 60

Pluto 1200 mirror £399
H 600 x W 1200 x D 60

Faro 500 mirror £222
H 700 x W 500 x D 32

Faro 600 mirror (not illustrated) £234
H 500 x W 600 x D 32

Faro 1000 mirror £265
H 500 x W 1000 x D 32

Bathroom Mirrors

We want you to have the best of everything in your bathroom, and there’s no better finishing touch than 

a bathroom mirror. Mirrors are designed to be watertight, and include a range of additional features such 

as feature lighting and even Bluetooth® speakers. And all mirrors have a smooth bevelled edge for added 

safety and design style.

Play Bluetooth® mirror £387
H 550 x W 750

Orion mirror 800 £309
H 600 x W 800

Lighting changes colour from cool white to warm white

Orion mirror 700 £279
H 500 x W 700
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Traditional BathroomsTraditional Bathrooms

From on-trend French opulence to Victorian 

distinction, our traditional bathroom ranges 

take style cues from some of the world’s most 

prestigious hotels and the grandeur of palaces 

and castles. 

“Be distinctive with 
traditional design - mix 
materials, be bold and  

take risks.”

Traditional 
Bathrooms
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Traditional Bathrooms

Petworth
From Downton to your bathroom, the 

Petworth brings a timeless elegance to 

your home. Inspired by a bygone era, this 

bathroom is filled with character and charm, 

but the latest advancements in technology 

bring it right into modern times.

Mid Level  £499 
WC with soft  
close seat
H 1000 x W 420 x D 690

Close coupled  £398 
WC with soft  
close seat
H 880 x W 420 x D 690

1. 1540 Cast iron slipper bath  £1700 
(ready to paint exterior)
H 748 x W 1540 x D 765

Freestanding bath shower mixer  £462 
with handheld shower

Chrome roll top waste pack £249

2. Basin and full pedestal £220
H 900 x W 600 x D 500

Basin pillar taps  £148

Basin waste, plug & chain £20

3. High Level WC  £689 
Complete as shown with  
soft close seat
H 2100 x W 420 x D 690

50

1

Traditional Bathrooms

This bathroom uses  
GU5 brassware. 
See page 100-101  
for our full range.
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Traditional BathroomsTraditional Bathrooms

Cast iron free 
standing baths

Acrylic free 
standing baths

When you think of the ultimate bath, then 

a cast iron roll top is the first one that 

springs to mind. Designed with white enamel 

interiors, these stunning baths come sanded 

and primed, ready for you to personalise with 

the colour or style you choose.

Create a style statement of a freestanding 

bath and combine it with the practicalities of 

modern acrylic. Warm-to-touch. Easy to clean. 

No wonder it is such a popular choice.

1. Cast iron slipper bath £1700 
available with or without  
tap holes (supplied ready  
to paint)
L 1540 x W 765

2. Cast iron single ended bath £1720 
available with or without  
tap holes (supplied ready  
to paint) 
L 1540 x W 770

 Cast iron single ended bath £1720 
available with or without  
tap holes (supplied ready  
to paint) 
L 1700 x W 770

3. Cast iron double ended bath £1700 
available with or without  
tap holes (supplied ready  
to paint) 

L 1800 x W 800

 Finishing Touches

Chrome roll top waste pack £249

4. Double ended slipper bath £800 
(includes chrome feet)
L 1750 x W 720 x D 450

5. Double ended roll top bath £749 
(includes chrome feet) 
L 1700 x W 750 x D 420

6. Single ended slipper bath £725 
(includes chrome feet) 
L 1550 x W 730 x D 430

 Finishing Touches 

Chrome roll top waste pack £249

1 4

2 5

3 6
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Traditional Furniture

134 Curved Vanity Units

100 Curved Vanity Units

Free-standing 134 curved vanity unit  
with doors & Minerva® White  
with vanity bowl in Olive £2629
W 1340 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Free-standing 100 curved right handed vanity 
unit with doors & Minerva® White with right 
handed vanity bowl in Olive £1749
W 980 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Free-standing 134 curved vanity unit with doors 
& drawers & Minerva® Black Granite with 
vanity bowl in Matt White £2649
W 1340 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Free-standing 100 curved left handed vanity 
unit with doors & Minerva® Carrara White with 
left handed vanity bowl in Sand  £1859
W 980 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Our beautiful, free standing round design cabinets. With open wide doors for easy access and ample 

storage space, they are perfect for hiding away everyday bathroom necessities. Available in a centrepiece, 

right handed or left handed option, they feature 5 layers of primer, featuring UV stabilisation to 

minimise fading. The final top coat is then applied for a glorious depth of colour. 

Traditional furniture  
units are available in the 

following colourways:

Olive Matte White Sand
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Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
doors & Classic 65 basin for  
standard waste in Olive £1049
W 670 x D 580 x H 930 

Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
doors & Minerva® White with vanity  
bowl in Sand £1199
W 670 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Free-standing 130 vanity unit with doors  
& Minerva® Carrara White with double  
vanity bowl in Matt White £2399
W 1300 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930) 

Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
drawers & Classic 65 basin for  
integrated waste  & overflow in Olive £1059
W 670 x D 550 x H 930 

Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
doors & Classic 65 basin for  
integrated waste  & overflow in Olive £1049
W 670 x D 580 x H 930 

Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
drawers & Minerva® Black Granite  
with vanity bowl in Sand £1199
W 670 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930)

Free-standing 130 vanity unit with drawers  
& Minerva® Black Granite with double  
vanity bowl in Olive £2899
W 1300 x D 550 x H 850 (with splash 930) 

Free standing 65 vanity unit with  
drawers & Classic 65 basin for  
standard waste in Olive £1059
W 670 x D 550 x H 930 

130 Vanity Units65 Vanity Units

White*

Desert Rock

Carrara Grey Amazonia Brown

Carrara White*

Fossil

Nimbus Grey Ice Crystal

Black Granite*

Silver Cloud

Cocoa Brown

Minerva® Worktops

Peak Stone

Traditional furniture units 
are available in the following 
colourways:

Olive Matte White Sand

Traditional furniture units 
are available in the following 
colourways:

Olive Matte White Sand

* Standard colours as priced with units.  
  All other colours priced on application.
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If you’re looking to create a bath or shower/

bath that is robust and long lasting, then 

choose Armour Plus. It adds strength as well 

as providing tremendous thermal properties, 

to keep the water warmer for longer.

“Relaxing in a hot, steaming 
bath. Is there any better way 

to end the day?”

Baths

BathsBaths
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BathsBaths

With a double ended style the  
SW1 naturally provides comfortable 
bathing for two. Both wall or stand  
pipe mounted taps will add to the 
modern design style.

SW1 freestanding bath petite  £2195
L 1690 x W 820 x H 480mm

SW1 freestanding bath grande  £2195
L 1910 x W 820 x H 570mm

This is a bath that is too good to share. 
Generous curves give the bather 
maximum comfort and depth.  
Perfect comfort. Designer style.

SW3 freestanding bath petite £2195
L 1524 x W 800 x H 570

SW3 freestanding bath grande £2195
L 1800 x W 800 x H 590

While keeping strong, solid lines,  
great care was given to maintain 
comfort with the SW4. A durable  
strong and solid construction,  
with a modern, style.

SW4 freestanding bath £2195
1524 x 800 x 570mm

SW4 freestanding bath £2195
1800 x 800 x 570mm

A classic, the SW5 is the ultimate 
showstopper bath. Delicately shaped 
for ultimate comfort, there is plenty of 
space to spread out (or invite someone 
to join you).

SW5 freestanding bath £1549
L 1700 x W 800 x H 720

Simple and beautiful, the SW6 is 
perfect for a modern bathroom. 
Ergonomically designed for maximum 
comfort. Give it a little space add 
pipe mounted taps and let it take the 
limelight. 

SW6 freestanding bath £1349
L 1700 x W 800 x H 580

Smooth curves and contours ensure 
comfortable bathing and with its 
generous dimensions, SW2 is a must  
for those who like to bath together.

SW2 freestanding bath petite £2195
L 1500 x W 800 x H 570

SW2 freestanding bath grande £2195
L 1690 x W 800 x H 590

Freestanding baths If you have the space, this is the ultimate show stopper bath. Our range of twin skinned acrylic  

free-standing baths bring stunning contemporary design to any bathroom - especially yours!
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BathsBaths

SW7 Shower bath

in Armour Plus acrylic
1700 x 750mm £529

SW7 Double ended bath

in standard acrylic
1700 x 700mm £244
1700 x 800mm £360
1800 x 800mm £420

in Armour Plus acrylic
1700 x 700mm £389
1700 x 800mm £489
1800 x 800mm £574

Armour Plus
Armour Plus turns your 
acrylic bath into a rigid, 
super-strong acrylic bath. 
The modern equivalent to 
the old cast iron bath, but 
with a more tactile surface 
and a warmer touch.
Each of the four layers is 
designed to provide extra 
strength exactly where it 
is needed.

Layer 1 
The outer surface. High 
gloss acrylic. Solid colour 
won’t fade or rub off.

Layer 2 
Glass reinforced polyester 
provides strength and high 
impact resistance.

Layer 3 
Special mix of polyester 
resin and glass fibre 
increases torsional rigidity.

Layer 4 
Blue mix of polyester 
resins seals the shell and 
completes the lamination.

in standard acrylic
1500 x 850 x 750mm £736
1700 x 850 x 750mm £736

in Armour Plus acrylic
1500 x 850 x 750mm £852
1700 x 850 x 750mm £852

SW5 End panel £82

SW5 Shower bath  
(Right hand shown) including front panel and chrome screen
SW5 Shower bath 

1050

850
460

1550

1050

850
460

1550

in Armour Plus acrylic
Left hand £901
Right hand £901
End panel £39
Front panel* £99
Bath screen* £249
*Included in full bath price

SW7 Square shower bath 
including bath screen and front panel
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BathsBaths

SW8 Twin end bath

in standard acrylic 
1700 x 750mm £395

Bath panel £180

SW8 Bath (Right hand shown)

in Armour Plus acrylic  
1700 x 750mm £449
1800 x 750mm £449
Bath panel  £259

SW8 Double ended bath

in standard acrylic
1700 x 700mm £230
1700 x 750mm £309
1800 x 800mm £389
1800 x 900mm £459

in Armour Plus acrylic
1700 x 700mm £355
1700 x 750mm £469
1800 x 800mm £569
1800 x 900mm £644

SW8 Single ended bath

in standard acrylic
1700 x 700mm £230
1700 x 750mm £309
1800 x 800mm £389

in Armour Plus acrylic
1700 x 700mm £378
1700 x 750mm £469
1800 x 800mm £569

50
0

50
0

50
0

50
0

1700/1800

1700/1800 1700

1700/1800
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The ideal shower combines two functions. The 

perfect pressure and the right temperature. 

Our showers are designed to do this, day in, 

day out. Constructed from brass for durability 

and to guarantee reliability. So whether you 

want to be drenched by a waterfall, or the 

subtle pulse pressure of a handset, we can 

offer the perfect shower, every time.

“Nothing starts the day  
off like an invigorating 

shower - this is one thing 
you need to get right”

Showers

ShowersShowers
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Merlyn 8 Series Walk-in with  
end panel and swivel panel

1200 x 800 £1441

1400 x 800 £1472

1500 x 800 £1485

1600 x 800 £1506

1200 x 900 £1450

1400 x 900 £1517

1500 x 900 £1536

1600 x 900 £1536

Luxury stainless steel 300mm 
shower head and wall arm £150

GU4 manual shower valve £130

Smoke floor tile £62 per m2

Josie wall tile £32 per m2

Merlyn 8 Series Showerwall with 
hinged swivel panel (350mm)

700 fixed, 350 swivel £768

900 fixed, 350 swivel £812

1000 fixed, 350 swivel £832

Merlyn shower cubicles
Merlyn 8 Series Create an elegant look with minimalist frameless design
   2000mm high, 8mm glass, lifetime guarantee, Stayclear coating
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Merlyn 8 Series

Hinged bifold door

760 £763

800 £789

900 £841

1000 £869

Merlyn 8 Series

Hinged Door

700 £810

760 £812

800 £812

900 £899

1000 £952

Optional side panel

700 £496

760 £496

800 £496

900 £525

1000 £576

Merlyn 10 Series

1 door offset quadrant
1000 x 800 £1874
1200 x 800 £2083
1200 x 900 £2035
1400 x 800 £2227

1 door quadrant
800 £1843
900 £1805

Merlyn 10 Series 

Sliding door
1000 £1492
1100 £1492
1200 £1492
1400 £1557
1600 £1731
1700 £1785

Merlyn 10 Series The ultimate in exquisite frameless design 
 2100mm high, 10mm glass, smoked black, mirrored or bespoke glass 
 lifetime guarantee, Stayclear coating
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8 Series pivot door  
shower cubicle

1000 x 2000 £724

1100 x 2000 £750

1200 x 2000 £778

1400 x 2000 £822

1500 x 2000 £860

1600 x 2000 £886

1700 x 2000 £928

8 Series sliding door cubicle

1000 x 2000 £625

1100 x 2000 £650

1200 x 2000 £675

1400 x 2000 £725

1500 x 2000 £750

1600 x 2000 £775

1700 x 2000 £800

1800 x 2000 £825

Side panel options

700 x 2000 £225

760 x 2000 £235

800 x 2000 £245

900 x 2000 £265

8 Series quadrant  
shower cubicle

800 x 2000 £1072

900 x 2000 £1114

1000 x 2000 £1085

8 Series offset quadrant 
shower cubicle

900 x 800 x 2000 £1095

1000 x 800 x 2000 £1105

1200 x 800 x 2000 £1200

1200 x 900 x 2000 £1221

Shower cubicles
8 Series A range of high quality framed cubicles, 2000mm high  
   with 8mm glass and a lifetime guarantee
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Once you have decided to fit a shower, there are 

other points you will need to consider. Here are 

just some of them:

How is your shower going to be used?

When deciding where to place your shower, 

the size and shape that you need is the first 

consideration. If possible, try standing in the 

space to find out if you are allowing enough space 

for your needs. 

Who will use the shower? Multiple users or just 

one person? Are there any young children – 

where safety is important? 

Are there any space constraints; what else needs 

to be in the room? How will the area be accessed?  

Where is the room entrance and windows?

Design considerations

As with bathrooms, showers come in a number of 

styles. So what are the overall design aims?

Are you looking for fresh simple looks, modern 

or a more traditional? Then choose the shower to 

suit.

Is the shower to be the single most important 

feature of the room? Does it need eye-catching 

design or is it a simple and purely functional 

shower?

Practical considerations

Some of the more practical considerations also 

need to be considered. Such as what is the 

construction of the floor upon which the shower 

tray will sit - wooden floorboards or solid floor? 

Where is the drainage point and can the waste 

water be easily fed into an existing drainage 

system? 

What type of hot water (or central heating) 

system you have? Your shower choice is 

dependent on the pressure of the water and the 

heating system that you have – a gravity fed 

boiler, combination boiler or  

unvented hot water system.

The shape and size of the  

room can dictate the  

answers to these questions,  

but other times you will  

have a choice.

The great news is that  

our design team can help  

and guide you through the  

process, to ensure that your  

finished shower, and bathroom,  

are exactly as you wanted  

them to be.

Planning 
your shower

Shower TraysShower Trays

Shower Trays
Rectangular Shower Trays
Size A B C D E Price
800x700 800 700 40 65 400 £165.60
800x760 800 760 40 65 400 £162.00
800x900 900 800 40 65 450 £176.40
800x1000 1000 800 40 65 500 £176.40
900x700 900 700 40 65 450 £172.80
900x760 900 760 40 65 450 £176.40
900x800 900 800 40 65 450 £176.40
900x1000 1000 900 40 65 500 £208.80
1000x700 1000 700 40 65 500 £180.00
1000x760 1000 760 40 65 500 £187.20
1000x800 1000 800 40 65 500 £176.40
1000x900 1000 900 40 65 500 £208.80
1100x700 1100 700 40 65 550 £226.80
1100x760 1100 760 40 65 550 £234.00
1100x800 1100 800 40 65 550 £237.60
1100x900 1100 900 40 65 550 £244.80
1200x700 1200 700 40 65 600 £190.80
1200x760 1200 760 40 65 600 £198.00
1200x800 1200 800 40 65 600 £198.00
1200x900 1200 900 40 65 600 £208.80
1300x700 1300 700 40 65 650 £244.80
1300x760 1300 760 40 65 650 £248.40
1300x800 1300 800 40 65 650 £255.60
1300x900 1300 900 40 65 650 £259.20
1400x700 1400 700 40 65 650 £316.80
1400x760 1400 760 40 65 700 £316.80
1400x800 1400 800 40 65 700 £270.00
1400x900 1400 900 40 65 700 £270.00
1500x700 1500 700 40 65 750 £284.40
1500x760 1500 760 40 65 750 £284.40
1500x800 1500 800 40 65 750 £295.20
1500x900 1500 900 40 65 750 £295.20
1600x700 1600 700 40 65 800 £324.00
1600x760 1600 760 40 65 800 £324.00
1600x800 1600 800 40 65 800 £324.00
1600x900 1600 900 40 65 800 £324.00
1700x700 1700 700 40 65 850 £334.80
1700x760 1700 760 40 65 850 £309.60
1700x800 1700 800 40 65 850 £352.80
1700x900 1700 900 40 65 850 £352.80
1800x700 1800 700 40 65 900 £356.40
1800x760 1800 760 40 65 900 £356.40
1800x800 1800 800 40 65 900 £360.00
1800x900 1800 900 40 65 900 £360.00
2000x700 2000 700 40 65 1000 £414.00
2000x800 2000 800 40 65 1000 £414.00
2000x900 2000 900 40 65 1000 £414.00

Square shower trays
Size A B C D E F    Price
700x700 700 700 40 65 190 350    £129.60
760x760 760 760 40 65 190 380    £129.60
800x800 800 800 40 65 190 400    £140.40
900x900 900 900 40 65 190 450    £162.00
1000x1000 1000 1000 40 65 190 500    £216.00
1100x1100 1100 1100 40 65 190     £306.00
1200x1200 1200 1200 40 65 190     £331.20

Wastes
Description      Price
Shower waste - 90mm     £25.00

Bath replacement tray
Description      Price
Bath replacement tray - 1700x700mm  £342.00

Legs and panel packs
Description      Price
Legs and panels for rectangular/square trays up to 1200x1200 £60.00
Legs and panels for rectangular trays up to 1800x900 £87.60
1200 Tray panel only for three sided installation £16.80
Legs and panel for all quad trays   £60.00
Flexi seal strip - 2.8m     £18.00
Riser panel kit for trays up to 1200mm  £72.00
Riser panel kit for trays 1300-2000mm  £122.40
Quadrant and offset riser panel kit   £82.80

All shower trays are rigid stone resin, double skin,  
extra strength and easy clean made in the UK.

Please use the dimensions charts with the 
illustrations to the left.

Offset quadrant shower trays
Please specify Left handed or Right handed
Size A B C D E F G H J Price
900x760 900 760 40 65 470 600 210 350 500 £194.40
900x800 900 800 40 65 510 600 250 350 550 £187.20
1000x760 1000 760 40 65 470 700 210 450 550 £201.60
1000x800 1000 800 40 65 510 700 250 450 550 £190.80
1000x900 1000 900 40 65 610 700 350 450 550 £208.80
1200x760 1200 760 40 65 470 900 350 450 550 £244.80
1200x800 1200 800 40 65 510 900 250 650 550 £198.00
1200x900 1200 900 40 65 610 900 350 650 550 £212.40

Quadrant shower trays
Size A B C D E F G H J   Price
800x800 800 800 40 65 500 500 250 250 550 £144.00
900x900 900 900 40 65 600 600 350 350 550 £165.60
1000x1000 1000 1000 40 65 700 700 450 450 550 £208.80

Square shower trays

A

C

D

F

E

B

Rectangular shower trays

A

C

D

F

E

B

Quadrant shower trays

A

C

G

D

E

F

Left hand

Right hand

H

B
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WetroomsShower Trays

Wetroom kit
Low profile wetroom shower trays allow you to 

achieve the sleek contemporary wetroom effect 

with minimum disruption and reasonable cost. 

The low profile tray is located directly on top of  

the floor joist with only the floor boards in the 

area of the tray removed.  Due to the unique 

construction of the tray you will achieve the 

necessary falls to drain with a waterproof surface 

that is ready for final tiling.  The tray also 

incorporates the location frame for the drain 

assembly and necessary sealing plate.

These trays do need additional reinforcement 

which is achieved by constructing a sub-floor,  

flush with the top of the joists, from timber 

battens with plywood infills.  The joints between 

the tray and the walls and remainder of the 

existing timber floor need to be waterproofed to 

ensure a watertight structure.

The finished installation will be level with the 

surrounding floor area, ready for final tiling and 

the addition of your chosen shower screen.

The Installation Kit includes everything you need 

to complete the project including drain and trap 

assembly, adhesives and waterproofing materials.

Wetroom’s are often a more affordable option  

than you might first imagine. Prices are dependent 

on the size of your space and requirements.  

Please speak to us and we can give you a price  

for your project.

Step 1 
Remove Floorboards

Step 2 
Position and Connect Drain

Step 3 
Reinforce Under Tray

Step 4 
Fix Tray

Profile view

Slate effect shower trays

Square Slate Shower Tray

A

D

CB

Rectangle Slate Shower Tray

D

C

A

B

Quadrant Slate Shower Tray

G

F

E

D

C

A

B

Offset Quadrant Slate Shower Tray

E

Left Hand Right Hand

G

F

A

D

CB

A
Waste position not central - please refer to table for exact position

Square slate shower trays
Size A B C D E F G Price
800 x 800 800 800 400 400    £349.00
900 x 900 900 900 450 450    £379.00

Rectangular slate shower trays
Size A B C D E F G Price
1200 x 800 1200 800 430 400   £449.00
1200 x 900 1200 900 430 450   £479.00
1400 x 800 1400 800 430 400   £499.00
1400 x 900 1400 900 430 450   £529.00
1600 x 800 1600 800 430 400   £569.00
1700 x 800 1700 800 430 400   £599.00
1700 x 900 1700 900 430 450   £629.00

Quadrant slate shower trays
Size A B C D E F G Price
800 x 800 800 800 400 400 550 200 250 £349.00
900 x 900 900 900 450 450 550 310 350 £349.00

Offset quadrant slate shower trays 
Only available in Graphite or Black Slate finish
Size A B C D E F G Price
1000 x 800 1000 800 500 400 550 250 450 £478.00
1200 x 800 1200 800 430 400 550 250 650 £526.00
1200 x 900 1200 900 430 450 550 350 650 £574.00

Note: Other sizes are available on request, please enquire.

All slate effect shower trays are available 

in white, graphite or black slate effect 

finish and with a chrome or graphite 

integrated waste.

Square

Quadrant Offset quadrant

Rectangle

White slate finish Graphite slate finish Black slate finish

Chrome integrated waste Graphite integrated waste

Square tray Quadrant tray Rectangular tray
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GlassGlass

10mm Shower glass
The type of shower enclosure you choose is based 

on your needs. If space is limited or showering 

just not something you prioritise, it can be tucked 

away in a corner cubicle or enclosure. If you love 

to indulge in showering, make it the centrepiece 

of your bathroom. There is no grander way to do 

this than with a freestanding shower. A sealed 

freestanding shower can be placed anywhere in the 

home, even your bedroom, so you can step straight 

into the shower from your own bed.

Where to start:

Have your measurements to hand when shower 

shopping, and get your shower fitted as closely 

to your bathroom plan as possible to maximise 

your space.  In order to save space in the shower 

itself, consider a concealed shower which will look 

sleek and contemporary with the pipes hidden 

away, as well as helping to keep the shower area 

to a minimum. Controls can be placed away from 

the body of the shower itself. This keeps your 

bathroom design even more flexible, and allows 

you to adjust your shower without getting wet!  

The good news is that our staff are here to help 

and advise, so simply work out your priorities and 

then let us do the rest.

Standard sizes  Width Price

(w x h) Adjustment

400 x 2000* 395 - 410 £290.00

500 x 2000* 495 - 510 £300.00

600 x 2000* 595 - 610 £320.00

700 x 2000 655 - 690 £360.00

800 x 2000 755 - 790 £380.00

900 x 2000 855 - 890 £400.00

1000 x 2000 955 - 990 £430.00

1100 x 2000 1065 - 1100 £450.00

1200 x 2000 1165 - 1200 £480.00

1400 x 2000 1365 - 1400 £500.00

Hinged flipper panel

300 x 2000 £392.00

400 x 2000 £449.00

Wall channels  £49.00

Horizontal support bar  £79.00

1200mm wetroom panel £480

Support bar  £79

300mm flipper panel left hand  £392

Country Brick Tile in Dark Grey  per m2 £33

Gecko Floor Tile  per m2 £42
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Bath ScreensBath Screens

Bath Screens
Combining a bath and a shower is one of the most practical ways to offer flexibility in a small bathroom.  

Our screens are made from toughened glass and ensure that your finish is stylish and your floor is water free.

Easy clean 8mm  
square bath screen  
with handle  £300
H 1400 x W 800 

Easy clean 8mm  
square bath screen  £249
H 1400 x W 800

Easy clean 8mm hinged bath screen £407
H 1500 x W 875 (500mm fixed panel & 375mm folding panel)

Easy clean 8mm curved bath screen  £300
H 1400 x W 800 

Easy clean 8mm curved bath screen  
with handle £249
H 1400 x W 800
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Vintage dual outlet valve 
High pressure £739 
Low pressure £846 Vintage remote control £189

Vintage single outlet valve 
High pressure £619 
Low pressure £769

Digital Shower Components

Discover the difference modern technology can 

make. Our digital showers offer total safety and 

easy installation and maintenace, with push button 

controls both inside and outside the shower. 

Turn on the water by gently pressing the control 

dial and watch the controls flash white as the 

shower heats up. When they stop flashing and 

begin to glow, the water’s just how you like it - so 

step in and enjoy.

Both temperature and flow can be adjusted 

precisely to give you a perfect shower every time, 

while on our dual outlet digital showers you can 

switch easily between outlets with a simple touch.

Enhance your showering experience even further 

with the optional remote control. Used to switch 

the shower on and divert between showerheads, the 

remote can be installed anywhere within 10 metres 

of the shower for your ultimate convenience.

Modern dual outlet valve 
High pressure £700 
Low pressure £807

Modern single outlet valve 
High pressure £560 
Low pressure £710 Modern remote control £169

Temperature 
thermister

Ceramic cartridge

Brushless pump

Solenoid 
valves

Push fit electrics

Push fit 
isolation valves

installing one shower head, or dual if you’ll add a rail kit or bath filler as well.

Choose the modern or vintage style, to best suit your bathroom, then add the type of arm you want - ceiling or wall 

mounted - and a shower head. 

Finally, add a remote control if you’d like to be able to turn the shower on from outside the enclosure.

Choosing your digital shower couldn’t be 

easier. Each outlet valve is supplied with  

a state-of-the-art digital mixer processor.

If you have a mains high pressure, 

combination boiler or pump assited 

system, choose a high pressure valve. If 

you have a gravity fed system you’ll need 

the low pressure option which includes an 

integrated pump - with brushless motors 

to keep noise to a minimum.

You’ll need a single valve if you’re just 
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Shower HeadsShower Heads

Superslim 300 Head £145Airflow Round Head 200 LP02 £220

Slimline Rectangle Head  200 £125

Traditional Head 6” £109

Traditional Head 9” £159

Traditional Head 12” £219

Slimline Round Head  200 £125

Airflow Rectangle LP02 £175

HP = High Pressure.  LP = Low Pressure

Round Head 200 HP1 £130

Round Head 300 HP1 £150

Round Head 400 HP1 £200

Oval Head 200 x 180 HP1 £150

Rainhead Square Head 400 HP3 £339

Shower 
Heads
When choosing the showerhead for your 

bathroom, it is important that you think 

about the ultimate use it will receive. 

Sometimes you want your shower head to be 

functional. Other times it needs to transform 

your bathroom into a retreat. A spa. A place 

where you can relax and wash away the 

stresses of modern life. We have everything 

from round and square drench heads to multi 

function heads with a range of different 

pressure and pulse options. 

Airflow
Airflow showerheads are the environmentally 

friendly, water saving option for your 

bathroom. They work to give you a real power 

shower while actually using less water. Put 

simply, air is forced into the water stream. 

When the water and air mix, this mixture 

spins around at high speed causing turbulence 

which increases the pressure inside the 

shower head. This forces the water out of 

the head with all the power of a conventional 

shower, but uses considerably less water.
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Multi function  
shower head  
& slide rail kit £165

Shower kit with 
hanger  £150

Round water outlet 
& holder with luxury  
hose & pulse  
hand shower £120

Square shower kit 
front fixing. Requires 
wall outlet £120

Traditional  
slide rail kit £145

Round water  
outlet & handset  £110

Square  
slide rail kit £175

Square water  
outlet & handset £120

Shower Components
What kind of shower valve do I need?

Choose a 1 way shower valve to operate just an overhead shower.

Choose a 2 way shower valve to operate an overhead shower and one other outlet such as a bath overflow filler or a 

detachable shower on a slide rail kit.

Choose a 3 way shower valve to operate three water outlets - such as an overhead shower, a bath overflow filler and 

a extractable shower handset kit.

All our shower valves are UK supplied with a 10 year warranty.

Round shower valve £275 
One way

Square shower valve £275 
One way

Round shower valve £335 
Two way

Square shower valve £335 
Two way

Round shower valve £400 
Three way (vertical or horizontal)

Square shower valve £400 
Three way (vertical or horizontal)
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Swan neck shower arm  300mm     £55

Round ceiling arm 100mm     £41
 150mm     £48
 200mm     £55

Square ceiling arm  100mm     £41

 150mm     £48
 200mm     £55

Square shower arm 400mm     £79

Round shower arm 400mm     £50
Curved shower arm 150mm     £25
 230mm     £30

Shower Components

Round water outlet £25

Square shower outlet £32

Round extractable shower hose  £265 
& handset with internal overflow drainer

Round extractable shower hose  £105 
& handset

Extractable square shower  £105 
handle with hose

Shower Components

Clean those hard to reach 
places - with our Luxury 
Douche Kit

Our Luxury Douche Kit turns your 

shower into the modern alternative to  

a bidet. With powerful water pressure,  

it washes the waste easily. 

With a douche kit, it’s important to get 

the right jet shower, handset and hose 

outlet - and this is the very best quality 

around. So now you can clean under 

your feet, in between your toes, even 

your bum with ease.

Luxury thermostatic douche kit £135
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Brassware
From cutting edge contemporary to elegant 

and classic, we have a range of taps and 

showers. We only supply products that 

are built to the very highest of European 

standards. Made from solid brass (known for 

its corrosive resistance) they are finished in 

hardwearing chrome to prevent tarnishing 

and to create a smooth reflective surface, The 

perfect finish to a beautiful bathroom.

“Your taps and shower 
fittings are the perfect 

opportunity to stamp your 
own character on your  

new bathroom”
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GU1
Beautifully sleek in design, the GU1 range uses subtle curves and minimalist design to 

create a simply stunning tap range. A bold choice for the intimate in modern bathrooms. 

GU1 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU1 5 hole bath shower mixer  
with handheld shower 
HP2 £510

GU1 Basin mono mixer  
(excluding click clack waste) 
HP1 £175

GU1 3 hole basin mixer  
LP02 £250 GU1 Bottle trap £55

GU1 Tall basin mono mixer  
LP02 £210

Dual control  
thermostatic valve  
LP01 1 outlet £398 
LP01 2 outlets £434

3-way push button 
thermostatic shower valve  
HP01 £550

Slide rail kit and handset £499

1-way push button  
thermostatic shower valve  
HP01 £395

2-way push button  
thermostatic shower valve  
HP01 £485
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Reflecting the beauty and indulgent splendour of a tropical waterfall, the GU2 range is every inch a 

designer range. A statement of quality in design, it indulges you in a tropical deluge every time you turn 

on the tap. GU2 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU2

GU2 Basin mono mixer  
HP1 £230

GU2 Floor standing bath 
shower mixer with 
detachable handset  
HP2 £1176

GU2 Deck mounted  
bath filler  
HP1 £1066

GU2 Bath mixer £485

GU2 Tall basin mono mixer  
HP1 £307

GU2 Manual valve  
with divertor 
LP01 - 2 Outlet £250

GU2 Manual valve 
LP01 - 1 Outlet £186

GU2 Bath filler spout  
HP1 £116

GU2 2-way push button  
thermostatic shower valve  
HP01 £485

1-way push button  
thermostatic shower valve  
HP01 £395

GU2 Exposed shower  
with slide rail  
HP1  £175
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 A design classic, with simple and contemporary 

lever operation. The mono taps have eco click 2 flow 

operation to preserve water usage.  

GU3 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU3

GU3 Triple control thermostatic valve 
LP02 2 Outlets £420 
LP02 3 Outlets £530

GU3 Exposed shower with rigid riser  
HP1 £340

GU3 Thermostatic cool touch bar valve 
HP2 £295

GU3 Dual control thermostatic valve 
LP02 1 Outlet £345 
LP02 2 Outlets £420

GU3 Manual thermostatic valve  
with divertor  
1 Outlet £95 
2 Outlets £116

GU3 Shower slide rail kit 
HP2 £149

GU3 Bath filler   
Bath shower mixer available £145

GU3 Bidet mono  
with click clack waste £93

GU3 Basin mono mixer  
with eco click waste £110

GU3 Side action basin mono mixer  
with moveable spout 
LP02 £180
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GU4
With a geometric bauhaus led design, the GU4 combines flat surfaces and highly polished chrome to 

create a bold statement in the bathroom. Yet, with the very latest in functional advancements, it’s a 

modern statement that is practical as well as beautiful. GU4 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU4 Exposed shower with rigid riser  
HP1 £349

GU4 Dual control thermostatic valve  
1 outlet  £275 
2 outlet £335 
3 outlet £400

GU4 Push button thermostatic valve  
1 outlet  £395 
2 outlet £485 
3 outlet £550

GU4 Bath filler mixer  £139

GU4 Mini basin mono mixer  
with click clack waste £114

GU4 Bath shower mixer  £155

GU4 Basin mono mixer  
with click clack waste £114
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With all the opulence and beauty of a bygone era, 

the GU5 brings period style to your bathroom.  

The world of Victorian spas, here in your home. 

GU5 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU5 Cross long basin taps 
Chrome £148 
Nickel £185

GU5 Cross 3 hole bath filler 
Chrome £330

GU5 Cross bath taps 
Chrome £85

GU5 Cross basin mono mixer 
Chrome £189 
Nickel £239

GU5 Lever basin mono mixer 
Chrome £199 
Nickel £249

GU5 Cross bath and shower mixture 
Chrome £462 
Nickel £585

GU5 2 Lever thermostatic concealed valve 
3 outlet in chrome £660 
3 outlet in nickel £830 
2 outlet in chrome £560 
2 outlet in nickel £695

GU5 1 Lever thermostatic concealed valve 
1 outlet in chrome £440 
1 outlet in nickel £550 
2 outlet in chrome £540 
2 outlet in nickel £675

GU5 Dual exposed shower with  
rigid riser and slider kit in chrome £625

GU5
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GU6 Triple control shower mixer 
3 outlet £530

GU6 Dual control shower mixer 
1 outlet £330 
2 outlet £420

GU6 Dual control shower mixer  
and bath filler £445

GU6 Triple control shower mixer 
horizontal 
2 outlet £420 
3 outlet £530

GU6 Dual control shower mixer  
horizontal with handset  
1 outlet £455 
2 outlet £480

GU6 Basin mixer £192
GU6 Mini basin mixer £155
(Projection 90mm)

GU6 Basin mixer with side lever £160

GU6 Deck mounted bath filler 
with handset £440GU6 Deck mounted bath filler £280

GU6 Floor standing bath shower   
mixer with detachable handset £820GU6 Wall mounted bath filler £240

With sleek lines and subtle curves, the GU6 range is influenced by stark, minimalist design. But it’s 

much more than a pretty face. A modern range that’s as practical as it is beautiful.  

GU6 brassware comes with a 10 year warranty.

GU6

www.surreybathroomstudio.comwww.surreybathroomstudio.com
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Resort £114

Isla £149

Minimo £114

Elite £279 Esta £135Pier £215

Harmony £119

Pia £179

Summit £119

Essence £349

Fabia £144

Origin £114

Zero £275

Tonique £114

Glide £339

Fiore £129

Basin Mono Taps
Looking for a little tip when choosing a 

tap for your bathroom? Well, our number 

one piece of advice would be take the lead 

from your basin shape. 

If you follow the rule of cylindrical taps 

for curved products and angular for 

square basins, you won’t go far wrong. 

And because there are a full range of 

complimentary bath fillers, your whole 

bathroom will have the professionally 

designed look you are looking for.

We love bathroom tips

Basin taps with 
ceramic cartridges 
ensure long lasting 

use and are repellent 
against the damages  

of limescale

www.surreybathroomstudio.comwww.surreybathroomstudio.com
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With everything from mirrors to soap 

dispensers, towel rails to shelves, we have the 

finishing touches you need to make a good 

bathroom into an exceptional one. Our ranges 

are specially selected to match the bath, sinks, 

taps and shower options in this brochure.  

So with Surrey Bathroom Studio you can get 

the perfect bathroom, from start to finish.

“When designing a 
bathroom it is often easy 
to forget or overlook the 

finishing touches - yet these 
are often the first thing that 

people notice.”

Radiators &  
Accessories

AccessoriesAccessories
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Radiators & Towel warmersRadiators & Towel warmers

GU3 Side entry towel warmer

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 900mm 500mm 895  £185
 1350mm 500mm 1535  £259

GU3 Straight Towel Warmer

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 800mm 300mm 285/973 £89

 1200mm 300mm 455/1553 £129

 1500mm 300mm 542/1850 £155

 1800mm 300mm 659/2247 £166

 800mm 400mm 340/1160 £95

 1200mm 400mm 548/1871 £130

 1500mm 400mm 648/2210 £169

 1800mm 400mm 788/2689 £185

 800mm 500mm 394/1345 £98

 1200mm 500mm 641/2186 £145

 1500mm 500mm 752/2565 £169

 1800mm 500mm 916/3124 £190

 800mm 600mm 448/1529 £105

 1200mm 600mm 765/2610 £155

 1500mm 600mm 885/3018 £180

 1800mm 600mm 1070/3650 £210

GU3 Heated Towel Stacker £129

BTU Output 487

GU2 Towel Stacker £195

H350 x W500 x D350

BTU Output 750

The radiator often becomes a stunning focal point of the bathroom. Yet, all to often, it’s an area that 

is overlooked at the design stage. Our range of towel warmers and radiators fit into even the smallest 

of spaces and offer the very latest in design and specification.

Radiators

GU1 Straight Towel Warmer

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 800mm 500mm 916 £150

 1200mm 500mm 1347 £175

 1800mm 500mm 2029 £275

All electric output

 800mm 500mm 150 £210

 1200mm 500mm 300 £235

 1800mm 500mm 600 £335

GU2 Curved Towel Warmer

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 800mm 500mm 1154 £185

 1200mm 500mm 1598 £230

 1800mm 500mm 2450 £319

All electric output

 800mm 500mm 150 £245

 1200mm 500mm 300 £290

 1800mm 500mm 600 £379
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Radiator ValvesRadiators & Towel warmers

GU3 Stainless Steel Radiator

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 430mm 600mm 210/715 £135

 600mm 600mm 305/1039 £165

 800mm 600mm 353/1205 £180

 1200mm 600mm 539/1840 £245

 1400mm 600mm 606/2068 £269

 1600mm 600mm 671/2291 £290

GU5 Floor Mounted  £495 
Heated Radiator 

L963 x W673

BTU Output 3514

GU3 Stainless Steel Radiator

Available in Water Filled

W 1000mm x H 600mm 
BTU 1286  Price £294

W 1000mm x H 800mm 
BTU 1715 Price £369

W 1200mm x H 400mm 
BTU 1007 Price £207

W 1200mm x H 600mm 
BTU 1510 Price £327

Pre Filled Electric

W 1000mm x H 600mm 
Watts 300 Price £381

W 1000mm x H 800mm 
Watts 300 Price £444

W 1200mm x H 400mm 
Watts 300 Price £291

W 1200mm x H 600mm 
Watts 300 Price £417

GU5 Heated  £379 
Clothes Horse

L680mm x W770mm x D220

BTU Output 1835

GU2 Towel Warmer

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 800mm 500mm 2192 £176

 1200mm 500mm 3164 £230

 1800mm 500mm 4573 £310

Pre Filled Electric

 800mm 500mm 150 £236

 1200mm 500mm 300 £290

 1800mm 500mm 600 £370

GU4 Chrome Radiator

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 950mm 500mm 2121 £255

1300mm 500mm 2818 £327

1800mm 500mm 4608 £492

Pre Filled Electric

 950mm 500mm 150 £345

 1300mm 500mm 300 £417

 1800mm 500mm 600 £582

GU6 Chrome Radiator

Available in Water Filled

 Length Width Watts/BTU Price 

 800mm 500mm 1835 £282

1200mm 500mm 2752 £408

Pre Filled Electric

 800mm 500mm 150 £372

 1200mm 500mm 300 £498
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Electric Heating

Towel warmer electric element inc. tee piece

150W £73
250W £75
400W £78
600W £82

Underfloor heat mats

Coverage Watts/BTU Price

1.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 150 £157

1.5m2 150W/m2/Watts 225 £173

2.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 300 £189

3.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 450 £224

4.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 600 £262

5.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 750 £298

6.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 900 £324

7.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 1050 £357

8.0m2 150W/m2/Watts 1200 £390

Thermo control plate  
for towel rail elements £75 

Chrome cover plate £50

On cold mornings there is nothing 

more welcoming than underfloor 

heating. It is also and ultra 

efficient way to heat the room.  

How? Well the heat rises slowly 

around  the whole room (radiators 

tend to heat a smaller, more 

isolated area. Depending on the 

size of space, it could even remove 

the need for radiators altogether.

Why not dual fuel? With an element in one side 

and plumbing into your central heating at the 

other, the warmer can be used independently in 

the summer months and as  part of your central 

heating in the winter.

You have to ask yourself,  

“why would you not?”

Thermostatic  
radiator valve £46
Angled for wall entry

Cosmetic radiator pipe  £23
in high quality chrome finish

Traditional  
radiator valve £42
Straight for floor entry

GU2 radiator valve  £50
Available angled for wall entry  
or straight for floor entry

Chester  
radiator valves £60
 

Traditional  
radiator valve £42
Angled for wall entry

Oxford  
radiator valve £60
 

GU3 Round Head  
Radiator Valve  £45
Available angled for wall entry  
or straight for floor entry

Thermostatic  
radiator valve £46
Straight for floor entry
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E1 Robe hook £38

E1 Glass shelf  £66

E1 Toilet paper holder £32E1 Tumbler holder £46 E1 Soap dish £46

E1 Towel rail £50

E1 Towel ring £60

E1
Sleek and clean in design, the E1 range will sit comfortably into any 

contemporary styled bathroom. Styled to match any of our more cubist ranges, 

including the Byot, Cubix and Palma suites and the GU1 taps and showers. 
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E2 Towel shelf with rail £83

E2 Liquid soap dispenser £43

E2 Toilet brush and holder £66 E2 Glass shelf £95

E2 Towel shelf £48

E2 Double robe hook £21

Simply designed to work with a number of bathroom styles, this range offers purity of design and 

beautiful curves that really finish a traditional bathrooms, such as Petworth and Lienn, off beautifully.

E2 Tumbler holder £33E2 Soap dish £33

E2 Toilet roll holder £34

E2 Towel rail £37E2 Towel ring £35

E2 Double tumbler holder £52

E2
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E3 Double towel rail £61

E3 Liquid soap dispenser £46

E3 Toilet brush and holder £58

E3 Towel shelf with rail £88

E3 Glass shelf with rail £62

E3 Glass shelf £48

E3 Robe hook £22 E3 Double robe hook £23

A more cubist look and feel to E3 means that this range is perfectly aligned to the GU2 and GU4 ranges of 

brassware. However the cleverly designed finish make this perfect in any of our modern suites.

E3 Tumbler holder £36E3 Soap dish £36

E3 Toilet roll holder £40

E3 Towel ring £48

E3 Towel rail £49

E3 Double tumbler holder £54

E3
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E4 Towel shelf with rail £99

E4 Overlight strip £77 E4 Overlight spot £100

E4 Glass shelf £68

E4 Liquid soap dispenser £47

E4 Toilet brush and holder £56E4 Robe hook £22

The E4 has an enviable versatility that means it is perfect in both modern and more traditional 

bathrooms. However the design looks perfect with the Palma suite and GU2 brassware.

E4 Tumbler holder £37E4 Soap dish £37

E4 Toilet roll holder £37

E4 Towel hook £37E4 Towel rail £50

E4 Double tumbler holder £55

E4
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E5 Double towel rail £56

E5 Toilet brush and holder £54

E5 Towel shelf with rail £92

E5 Toilet roll holder £36

E5 Overlight £84

E5 Double tumbler holder £54

E5 Robe hook £22

E5 Glass shelf £49

Simplicity is the watch word with E5. A range that has everything you need to finish your bathroom, 

including sleek robe hooks and simply styled, yet practical shelves.

E5 Towel shelf £98

E5 Soap dish £37

E5 Tumbler holder £37

E5 Towel ring £46E5 Towel rail £44

E5
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E6 Towel shelf with rail £111

E6 Double towel rail £67

E6 Toilet brush and holder £58

E6 Robe hook £26

Grab rail - 60mm £45

Grab rail - 30mm £42

If you are looking for a range 

that blends in, without fading 

into the background, then the E6 

range suits your needs, and your 

bathroom, perfectly. Perfect with 

Requisite and Cora suites and 

GU2 taps.

Safety in the bathroom is paramount.  

That’s why our grab rails are built to be 

sturdy and reliable. Easy to install on 

masonry walls, they are finished in chrome, 

making them a practical and stylish 

addition to your bathroom.

E6 Tumbler holder £40

Retractable grab rail £99E6 Soap dish £40

Grab rail with soap dish £47

E6 Toilet roll holder £38

E6 Towel ring £40

E6 Towel rail £48

E6 Double tumbler holder £52

E6 Grab Rails
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Great lighting finishes a bathroom. But it also adds 

an element of practicality too. Take for example our 

room sensors - they ensure that night-time bathroom 

visitors can see where they are going.

Lighting 

Rectangular crushed  
crystal pendant light £812

Plinth lighting kit £77 
Great for furniture plinths,  
adding ambient light to your bathroom
Bathroom Zone 0

LED Square lights £108 
Suitable for use in floors  
to add mood lighting
Bathroom Zone 3

LED Round lights £99 
Suitable for use in floors  
to add mood lighting
Bathroom Zone 3

E4 Overlight 4 £84
Bathroom Zone 3

E4 Overlight 3 £95
Bathroom Zone 3

E4 Overlight 2 £77
Bathroom Zone 3

E4 Overlight 1 £100
Bathroom Zone 3

LED Under cabinet light in Stainless Steel 
Triangular (2 pack with driver) £65 
Round (2 pack with driver) £65
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Wastes

It may seem like the smallest detail in your bathroom but, after taps, the waste 

gets the most use. So it’s important to get it right.

Using brass fittings with a highly durable chrome plated finish brings longevity.

Modern Flipper Waste £35White ceramic waste £45

Modern Click Clack Waste £35
Traditional Basin Waste  £25 
Plug and Chain

Bath Click Clack  
Waste and Overflow £35Bath Pop Up Waste £35

Bath Overflow  
Filler Waste £125

Fast Flow Shower Waste £25

Square Click Clack 
Basin Waste £35

Wastes

Wastes

Good extraction is essential. It keeps your new bathroom free from 

condensation. Our range of extractors are supplied by the market 

leaders HIB, with a model suitable for all installations.

Extractors by HIB

Cyclone chrome cool £164
Extractor with integrated light

Cyclone chrome warm £164
Extractor with integrated light

Cyclone chrome £147
Extractor without light

Cyclone white cool £146
Extractor with integrated light

Cyclone white warm £146
Extractor with integrated light

Cyclone white £136
Extractor without light

Hush chrome £113
Extractor

Hush matt silver £102
Extractor

Hush white £92
Extractor
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Transform the look and feel of your  

bathroom - with tiles. Whether you are 

designing a sleek modern wetroom or a 

soothing spa bathroom retreat, we have a 

range of tiles to suit. Floor and wall tiles that 

will allow you to inject your own personality 

into the space to create you a perfect,  

well-balanced bathroom.

“Tiles are where inspired 
bathroom designers can 
really create the mood.”

Tiles & Flooring

TilesTiles
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Limoges Beige £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges
Create a spa in your bathroom. Limoges is a natural effect porcelain tile. 

Available in a muted colour palette it works well in various settings as both 

a wall and floor tile. A soothing atmosphere in an urban setting.

Limoges Black £48 per m2

600 x 600

Limoges Coffee £48 per m2

600 x 600

Limoges Black £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges Coffee £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges Mosaic Black £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Mosaic Beige £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Dark Grey £48 per m2

600 x 600

Limoges Dark Grey £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges Mosaic Dark Grey £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Light Grey £48 per m2

600 x 600

Limoges Light Grey £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges Mosaic Light Grey £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Ivory £48 per m2

600 x 600

Limoges Ivory £42 per m2

600 x 300

Limoges Mosaic Ivory £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Mosaic Coffee £25
300 x 300 per sheet

Limoges Mosaic Mixed £25
600 x 600 per sheet

Limoges Beige £48 per m2

600 x 600
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Dune Mosaics Mosaics Naturals
We like Dune Mosaic tiles, in fact we like them a lot. 

Oozing style and bringing your bathroom alive with 

an abundance of colour and choice.

From rustic, yet timeless to modern and sleek, our range of natural 

mosaics have something for any bathroom design. Great as an overall 

effect, or combined with other tiles as a feature wall.

Lemon Marble Brick £15
300 x 300 per sheet

Aquarius £46
300 x 300 per sheet

Hammered Glass Natural £15
305 x 305 per sheet

Arizona £29
300 x 300 per sheet

Limestone Honed £12
305 x 305 per sheet

Colorado £30
300 x 300 per sheet

Stone, Glass, Metal  
and Pearl Mix £15
300 x 300 per sheet

Globe £52
300 x 300 per sheet

Glass & Stone  
Natural Mix £15
300 x 300 per sheet

Heliopolis £54
300 x 300 per sheet

Glass, Stone  
and Wood Mix £15
300 x 300 per sheet

Hypnotic £32
300 x 300 per sheet

Emperador Glass Mix  
Polished £15
305 x 305 per sheet

Jaipur £37
300 x 300 per sheet

Natural Linear  
Glass Stone Mix £15
300 x 300 per sheet

Joy £34
300 x 300 per sheet

Stone Multiuse £12
305 x 305 per sheet

Lens £52
300 x 300 per sheet

Stone Multiuse £12
305 x 305 per sheet

Luxor £54
300 x 300 per sheet

Stone Multiuse £15
305 x 305 per sheet

Osiris £39
300 x 300 per sheet

Stone Multiuse £12
305 x 305 per sheet

Vesta £33
300 x 300 per sheet
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Feature FloorsLaura Ashley Josette
Whether you prefer traditional Victorian tiles or modern geometric styles, 

these feature floors are the perfect way to inject character into your home. 

Available in a creative mix of different finishes, designs, colours and effects.

With a delicate decadance that perfectly suits a more traditional bathroom, 

these tiles are inspired by a bygone era. In a range of beautifully muted 

colours, you can mix with plain tiles for the perfect finish.

Devonstone Brown £32 per m2

331 x 331

Dove Grey Decor  
Part A £42 per m2

498 x 298

Devonstone Grey £32 per m2

331 x 331

Dove Grey Decor  
Part B £42 per m2

498 x 298

Devonstone Black £32 per m2

331 x 331

Dove Grey  
Multiuse £32 per m2

498 x 298

Mary £32 per m2

331 x 331

Pale Linen Decor 
Part A £42 per m2

498 x 298

Mr Jones Charcoal £32 per m2

331 x 331

Pale Linen Decor 
Part B £42 per m2

498 x 298

Mr Jones Dove Grey £32 per m2

331 x 331

Pale Linen 
Multiuse £32 per m2

498 x 298

Bertie £32 per m2

331 x 331

Duck Egg Decor  
Part A £42 per m2

498 x 298

Wicker Dove Grey £32 per m2

331 x 331

Duck Egg Decor  
Part B £42 per m2

498 x 298

Wicker Charcoal £32 per m2

498 x 498

Duck Egg  
Multiuse £32 per m2

498 x 298

White Decor  
Part A £42 per m2

498 x 298

White Decor  
Part B £42 per m2

498 x 298

White  
Multiuse £32 per m2

498 x 298
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LoftShift
This beautiful, yet subtle, finish gives a highly desirable concrete effect. 

Available in a muted colour palette it works well in various settings as both a 

wall and floor tile, making it ideal with an industrial edge.

One of the most ‘current’ styles in bathrooms are these stunning tiles which 

imitate a industrial concrete look. These tiles vary in tones to achieve the most 

realistic look and feel in your home

Beige Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Beige Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Beige Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Mocha Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Coffee Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Grey Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Grey Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Beige Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Grey Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Mocha Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Coffee Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Grey Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Anthracite Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Graphite Multiuse £48 per m2

600 x 600

Anthracite Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

Graphite Multiuse £42 per m2

300 x 600

We love bathroom tips

Create tiled recesses 
into your shower area 

for extra storage. 
Add mood lighting  
into the recess for  
that ‘wow’ effect.

We love bathroom tips

In tiled recesses,  
back the recess  

with the tile colour  
of your floor tiles  

to bring synergy to 
your design.
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Dolomite Ivory £38 per m2

600 x 300

Dolomite Beige £38 per m2

600 x 300

Dolomite Brown £38 per m2

600 x 300

Dolomite Grey £38 per m2

600 x 300

Dolomite Black £38 per m2

600 x 300

Dolomite
For the chic urban/industrial interior, Dolomite is perfect. In a designer 

array of colours ranging from very light to dark, it offers maximum choice 

if you are looking for a minimalistic look.

Grey Aluminium £32 per m2 

Available in Gloss or Matt
600 x 300 or 331 x 331

Noce £32 per m2 

Available in Gloss or Matt
600 x 300 or 331 x 331

Rapolano
This stylish collection offers subtle texture and cool colours. A traditional tile 

with a smooth surface and softly rounded edges. Suitable for floors and walls, 

Rapolano offers a truly authentic and timeless look.
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Hemlock
A very authentic looking wood effect tile that is incredibly dense and hardwearing, Hemlock 

looks fabulous in stylish, modern interiors. A result of heat and brushing for effect, then 

polishing until smooth, to create a beautiful satin finish which allows for some slip resistance.

Hemlock Carbon £65 per m2

145 x 1200 or 195 x 1200

Hemlock Maple £65 per m2

145 x 1200 or 195 x 1200

Hemlock Teak £65 per m2

145 x 1200 or 195 x 1200
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Circle Wood
Copy needed

Beige Verde Dot £49 per m2

150 x 150

Beige Negro Dot £49 per m2

150 x 150

Gris Verde Dot £49 per m2

150 x 150

Negro Blanco Dot £49 per m2

150 x 150

Inset tiles 52p each 
One inset tile is 
required per Octagon tile

Blanco Azul Dot £49 per m2

150 x 150

Classic Octagon
Bring the glitz and glamour of period Britain into your home 

with these Classic Octagon Tiles. Made from ceramic, they have 

a subtle texture to give the appearance of traditional floor tiles. 

Circle Wood Beige £65 per m2

600 x 300

Circle Wood Brown £65 per m2

600 x 300

Circle Wood Greige £65 per m2

600 x 300

Circle Wood Grey £65 per m2

600 x 300

Circle Wood Nut £65 per m2

600 x 300
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Gosford Metro
Piece together a powerful display with extravagant Gosford Tiles. A mix of 

contrasting efflorescent designs they are sure to break up any bland space.

The Metro is a modern, versatile, 

contemporary (yet with a 1920’s feel) series 

of rectangular tiles (London underground 

dimensions) these brick shaped tiles combine 

elegant simplicity with a touch of retro style.

Metro tiles £28 per m2

150 x 75mm

Black £120 per m2

285 x 285

Red £120 per m2

285 x 285

White £120 per m2

285 x 285

Yellow £120 per m2

285 x 285

Beige £120 per m2

285 x 285

Donard Inset  
£20 per tile
285 x 285 Victorian Blue

Highbury Hoja Knightsbridge Lime House

Metro Pimlico Paddington St James Park Upton Park

Green Park Greenwich Park Gris Plata Hiebra

Atlantis Burnt Oak Covent Garden Elephant & Castle

Liverpool Street Matt Black Matt Cream Matt White

Gloss Black Gloss Cream Gloss White Granate

Aire Aldgate

Victorian Green Wapping Waterloo

Ascot Inset  
£20 per tile
285 x 285

Ashbury Inset  
£20 per tile
285 x 285

Auburn Inset  
£20 per tile
285 x 285

Donard Yellow  
£20 per tile
285 x 285

Red Border  
£12 per tile
285 x 95

Red Corner  
£15 per tile
285 x 285

Red Panel  
£20 per tile
285 x 285

Beige Panel  
£20 per m2

285 x 285

Black & White Border  
£12 per tile
285 x 95

Black & White Corner  
£15 per tile
285 x 285

Black & White Panel  
£20 per tile
285 x 285
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Maya Blanco £32 per m2

600 x 200

Maya Plata £32 per m2

600 x 200

Maya
The striking Maya tile adds a luxury and exclusive look to 

the wall spaces throughout your home. 

Maya Perla £32 per m2

600 x 200

Liso
Inpired by the 1920’s Parisian Metro System this retro-

brick wall tile has a unique gloss crackle glaze finish.

Verde

Blanco FlatBlanco

Duck Egg

Gris Flat

MignonettePuce SmoothPuce

Verde Smooth

Monceau Smooth

Varenne Smooth

Azul FlatAzul

GrisMarfil SmoothMarfil

Mignonette Smooth

Jussieu

Monceau

Varenne

Jussieu Smooth

Liso tiles £42 per m2

150 x 75mm
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FlooringFlooring

Palio Clic Flooring  
by Kardean
Designed for quick and easy installation, Palio Clic has an authentic and luxurious 

feel (perfect under bare bathroom feet). With eight wood designs, each plank has 

realistic textures and grain details with a hard-wearing and easy-to-clean wear 

Palio Crespina £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Bolensa £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Asciano £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Arezzo £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Montieri £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Lucca £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Vetralla £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5

Palio Sorano £51 per m2

1220 x 179 x 4.5



Surrey Kitchen Studio provide some of the very 

best quality kitchens available in the market 

today. Manufactured in the UK, our ranges 

include special paint finishes and clever design 

features that will make your kitchen unique to 

your home. Working with our suppliers we can 

offer knowledge and design that will create the 

kitchen you’ve always dreamed of. 

We have fallen in love with  
our kitchen. The whole 

experience was great - from 
choosing the design and seeing 

it come to life on screen, to 
having it installed. It was a 

seamless and enjoyable process.

ShowersShowers
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Linear Rational, functional and beautiful, Linear is a true handle-less range that looks incredible  

in any environment, from a new-build apartment to a refurbished mill. Available in a range  

of tall, wide, fitted or island units, you’ll find the kitchen to suit your style and space.
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1. Durable and versatile, our new range worktops 

take your kitchen to another level with more 

colours,  finishes and thicknesses to choose 

from. Here we make a feature of the edge, with 

contemporary angles.

2. An undermounted stainless steel bowl teamed 

with a minimal tap, looks sleek and stylish in a 

minimal kitchen.

3. With a variety of layout options, you can fully 

customise your Linear drawers to make a home for 

absolutely everything you want in your kitchen - 

from the sharpest knives to the tiniest screws.

4. The way we live our lives has changed. With 

Linear, you can create open living spaces that are 

seamlessly connected with gorgeous units, colours 

and  finishes. An innovative range of open units 

and shelves bring personality into the kitchen, 

display your favourite items or keep kitchen 

essentials at the ready.

5. Our mid height larder units are a great design 

feature. Versatile and practical, these come in a 

range of generous widths for maximum versatility. 

Add pull out drawers or baskets to tailor your 

larder to suit your family.

6. Highlight the colour of contemporary units 

with one of our gleaming profile colours. It’s an 

opportunity to put a unique stamp on your kitchen.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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New England New England adds traditional style and sophistication to any kitchen. Bringing 

together classic craftsmanship with subtle in-frame detailing, it’s the perfect choice 

for a traditional country kitchen feel. A real wood kitchen in a range of colours. 
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1. Combine in frame units with open shelves to add 

elegant details to your room. A smart appearance 

that works at the heart of a family home.

2. A traditional kitchen doesn’t need to compromise 

on the latest technology. New England works well 

with traditional or high-tech appliances. This pop up 

power unit hides away when not in use.

3. Clever use of small space, means that there is not 

an inch of your kitchen wasted. Ask our designers 

about the details, like this small drawer and tray 

store, that can make the most of your space.

4. An innovative range of open units allow you to 

bring your personality into the kitchen, display 

everyday items or keep kitchen essentials at the 

ready.

5. Make your kitchen unique by combining colours 

and  finishes to accent feature units or define areas 

such as the eating and cooking space.

6. Designed to make waste disposal and recycling 

less of a chore, this unit has three sections for simple 

organisation. With ergonomic handles, the baskets 

are easy to remove and carry out to the bins.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Inline Inline perfectly complements the minimal modern kitchen. Featuring matt and gloss styles, 

as well as textured and wood grain finishes, the collection offers a variety of contemporary 

colours and integrated handle trim, available in an aluminium finish or curved design. 
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1. Inline has a stylish integrated handle trim, 

available in an aluminium finish or curved design. 

2. Our pull out base units are a great way to 

introduce extra storage into your kitchen. Pull out 

units come with two sliding shelves giving easy 

access to the whole cupboard.

3. Decorative shelves complement every unit come 

in a range of widths to  find a home in almost any 

design. Used as a feature, accent or for essential 

storage, kitchen shelving has never been more useful 

or appealing.

4. Keep your everyday items close to hand, with 

rail and hanging storage. Follow recipes on the 

iPad whilst keeping it out of harms way this sleek 

hanging stand.

5. Accent colours are a great way to create a design 

feature within the kitchen. It’s also a handy way to 

store all those items you need in a kitchen, but don’t 

want to put away in a cupboard.

6. Struggle to see or reach items at the back of your 

cupboards? Maximise your space and enhance your 

kitchen’s look and style with this corner cabinet 

storage. Including two independent swivel trays, it 

is the perfect solution for reaching otherwise dead 

corner space.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Alta Alta is a high gloss kitchen range is perfect for small kitchen designs as the super 

gloss door reflects the light  to make the space seem bigger. The gloss white can be 

mixed with a matt wood grain finish to create an on-trend kitchen design.
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1. Raised side-by-side single ovens is becoming a 

more frequent arrangement in more frequently in 

modern and contemporary kitchens. You can arrange 

them side by side and make the upper and lower 

sections a food pantry.

2. This contemporary wood finish is perfectly on 

trend and is especially stylish when combined with 

the sleek gloss finish.

3. A recent trend is a feature wall with lit shelving. 

Perfect for storing all those featured kitchen items.

4. Making recycling simple, this waste disposal 

and recycling unit has three sections for simple 

organisation. With ergonomic handles, the baskets 

are easy to remove and the handy covers when closed 

keep odours to a minimum.

5. For families or foodies, our tower and larder pull 

out units are the ultimate in ingredients storage 

from cereals to saffron. Versatile and practical, these 

come in a variety of widths for maximum versatility. 

Adjust the basket positions to tailor this larder to 

suit your family.

6. It’s the finishing touches that really make Alta the 

kitchen you’ve always dreamed of, unique to your 

home.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Austin Shaker cabinets are a timeless kitchen style - and Austin is  the perfect Shaker kitchen. 

Austin is available in a variety of on-trend colours, the beautiful tones of cashmere or 

dove grey are perfect for infusing subtle hints of colour throughout your kitchen.
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1. If you have a Shaker kitchen, and have the 

space, then we recommend you have a pantry 

cupboard. With plenty of storage space, they 

guarantee that everything is close to hand. 

2. Plinth lighting is the perfect subtle touch to 

compliment the Shaker kitchen. 

3. A variety of shapes and sizes for the units 

mean there is something to fit every space - to 

give the look and feel of a handmade kitchen.

4. Traditional certainly doesn’t mean square 

and boring. In fact, rounded edges and a solid 

worksurface really accentuate the country 

kitchen style.

5. Show off your pride possessions on an 

elegant shelving unit that fits perfectly with 

our Shaker styling.

6. Every space can be fully utilised with clever 

storage solutions for every space.

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Kitchen Sinks
Although many of now have dishwashers, 

never underestimate the importance of 

the right sink. It is the unsung hero of 

the kitchen. We offer a wide range of 

both under mounted and inset kitchen 

sinks manufactured from quality ceramic 

and composite granite. Our ranges can 

be combined using multiple sinks or for 

individual installation, to seamlessly 

coordinate with your kitchen. There 

is a vast choice of materials, bowl 

configurations, colours and styles for you 

to choose from -  and don’t forget to take 

a look at our tap designs before making 

your final selection.

Gourmet Dream 1 £325
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet Dream 2 £325
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet Sink MKII £269
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet 8 £229
L 595 x  W 455

Gourmet Sink 4 £269
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet 10 £229
L 800 x  W 500

Gourmet Dream 1 Black £375
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet Dream 2 Black £375
L 1010 x  W 510

Gourmet 2 £209
L 595 x  W 475

Lab 2 £225
L 330 x  W 330

Gourmet Sink 4 £329
L 1010 x  W 510

Lab 1 £209
L 350 x  W 280
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Black Crystal

Stone Crystal

Brown Crystal

Oatmeal Galaxy

Coal Gloss

Travestone

Polar White

Natural Slate

Bronze Galaxy

White Sparkle

Laminate Worktops

Silverstone

Marrionier

Gravel

Goldbrown

Mist

Silkwood

Lightbrown

Greypearl

Flaxen

Navajo

Chestnut

Nightgleam

Sandbank

Nightlight

Solo Grey

Solid Worktops

Description £000

Baroc £235

Chandra G Spout £165

Oasis £685

Veloram £140

Grohe Red C Spout £998

Provence £505

Triton £210

Grohe Red £998

Regent £215

Kitchen Taps Worktops
A good kitchen tap design is about combining the beautiful with the practical - so that 

is stands out in your home but will integrate invisibly within your kitchen. All of our 

kitchen taps use the finest components, to ensure they look stylish and will last for years.

Our high-quality worktops are available in solid finishes, or high quality laminates.  

They can coordinate or contrast with your units to create just the look you want.  

Please enquire for further information on sizes and pricing.
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LED Bluetooth speaker light £95Pull up socket with Bluetooth £205

COB LED surface / recess light 
Stainless Steel - 2 pack with driver £65

COB LED Triangle Light 
Stainless Steel - 2 pack with driver £65

Incorporates switchable 
Tri-tone technology

Incorporates switchable 
Tri-tone technology

Finishing Touches
When it comed to kitchen design, the devil is in the detail. The small finishing touches, 

such as lighting and electrical pop ups will have you admiring your kitchen choice for 

many years to come. These are the things that make a good kitchen, great.



Surrey Bathroom Studio
Unit 1a, Guildford By Pass

A3 Southbound
Guildford
GU2 7RZ

 
Find us next to American Golf

 
Email: sales@surreybathroomstudio.com

Telephone: 01483 536168

Opening Hours:
Monday to Saturday: 10am to 5pm

Sunday: 10am to 3pm

Busy with your working week? We will happily make 
an out of hours appointment with you - just ask.
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